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ABSTRACT:
In the last three decades, dozens of GIS data formats have been developed for encoding geographic information. Most were specified
formats to particular vendor’s GIS software. A few were open standards created to enable inter-vendor communication. As the
Internet continues to expand rapidly the GIS can benefit greatly from the potential offered by Web based data delivery. A new
common geodata format known as the Geography Markup Language (GML) has been specified by the OGC (Open Geospatial
Consortium) through a unique marriage of the W3C’s (World Wide Web Consortium’s) XML (Extensible Markup Language). GML
has advantages as XML-based geospatial data format. It is an open standard, which is easy to be manipulated and exchanged
between different computer platforms and applications. GML will enable the development of a geospatial world wide web in which
common data elements are shared between many data providers over the Internet enabling geodata to be locally developed, and
globally integrated. Since GML only includes the content of the Geodata, a new vector graphic format: Scalable Vector Graphics
(SVG) is used for presentation until a direct visualization tool for GML is created based on XML. This paper shows how GML is
derived, how geodata can be stored and transferred in GML and visualized in SVG, convert GML to SVG via Extensible Stylesheet
Language Transformations (XSLT), and make the SVG graphic dynamic with Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), Document
Object Model (DOM), or JavaScript.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 General Instructions
The rigorous developments of GIS over the past decades have
enabled application developers to create powerful systems that
are used to manage spatial data. Wider access to data is
becoming possible as the Internet and other technologies allow
easier and global of information interchange. XML is being
increasingly used for Web based applications as an open and
standard markup language. XML-based languages have been
developed in many application fields. GML is a key component
of the geospatial web-services architecture being developed by
OGC(Open Geospatial Consortium). As an open, nonproprietary standard, GML overcomes the problems of current
GIS software proprietary data models and database structures
(Zhang, C., 2003). It is used to carry the geodata between data
servers and client applications that allow wide and efficient
exchange and manipulation of geodataa.
1.2 From HTML to XML
The Web was originally built on the HTML (Hypertext Markup
Language) standard for encoding/decoding web site page
descriptions that include simple images and formatted text.
XML goes well beyond HTML in capability, specifying rules
for encoding standards such as HTML. Thus XML enables a
wide range and limitless number of data presentation and

structural schemas. Because recent versions of web browsers
can interpret XML-encoded data and instructions, these
browsers provide an open platform for receiving data and
receiving data executing instructions for parsing, displaying and
manipulating these data. The data and instruction are in separate
content from presentation.
1.3 From XML to GML
Members of OGC saw the potential: that any web browser that
supports XML might receive both geodata and the applicationspecific code needed to display and manipulate those data.
They agreed to develop the “ Geographic Markup Language”
(GML), an XML extension for encoding the transport and
storage of geographic information, that includes geometry and
properties of geographic features (Open Geospatial Consortium,
2004). GML incorporates the definitions of geometry and
properties as set forth in OGC’s earlier OpenGIS Simple
Features Specification. Its current status is an RFC (Request for
Comment) under review within the OpenGIS Consortium. The
RFC is supported by a variety of vendors including Oracle
Corporation, Galdos Systems Inc, MapInfo, CubeWerx and
Compusult Ltd. GML is implemented and tested through a
series of demonstrations which became part of the OpenGIS
Consortium’s Web Mapping Test Bed (WMT) conducted in
September 1999. These tests involved GML mapping clients
interacting with GML data servers and service providers.
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GML1.0, based on XML1.0, was approved by OGC in May
2000. Following additional OGC Test Beds in the summer and
fall of 2000, GML 2.0 was developed and passed as the
successor to the GML 1.0 recommendation paper in February
2001. GML 2.0 was then passed in March as an OGC Adopted
Specification. GML 2.0 is an “implementation specification”, a
working engineering specification supporting serious
application development by anyone who wants to write
software that encodes or decodes spatial information or process
instructions in XML. In this paper, the GML used in the
examples and case study is GML 2.0. At the OGC meetings in
Liege, Belgium in April 2001, Consortium members began
work on GML version 3.0.

● Getting GML data from Web Feature Server (WFS) is
suitable for users who have no source data.
2.3 Trend of GML
GML 3.0, published in Jan 29, 2003 includes at least some of
the following features: GML encoding extensions for topology,
temporals, covers (including images), spatial locators, points of
interest, units of measure and 3D geometry.
GML can be used for Internet mapping, Web GIS, and locationbased services for wire and wireless users.

3. VISUALIZATION GML WITH SVG
2. GML
GML incorporates the definitions of geometry and properties as
set forth in OGC’s earlier OpenGIS Simple Features
Specification (Open GIS Consortium, 1999). GML 2.0 defines
three base schemas for encoding spatial information. The
Geometry schema (geometry.xsd) replaces the DTD that
appeared in GML 1.0. The Feature Schema (feature.xsd)
supports feature types and collections and includes common
feature properties such as fid (a feature identifier), name and
description. The XLink schema (Xlink.xsd) provides the XLink
attributes to support linking functionality. GML enables
complex features, features collections and feature associations.
For example, a city encoded in GML could have city name,
postcode and any other desired properties stored as real values.
2.1 Application schema of GML
Database implementations are required to provide an
application schema that defines the expressions for the
geographic features that they support, and these are derived
from the definitions found in the Feature schema. An
application schema declares the actual feature and property
types of a particular domain, using components from GML in
standard ways. Broadly, these involve defining applicationspecific types which are derived from types in the standard
GML schemas, or by directly including elements and types
from the standard GML schemas. The application schema
provides a rich set of primitive datatypes (e.g. string, boolean,
float, date), and allows the creation of built-in and user-defined
datatypes. The application schema offers several advantages
when it comes to constraining GML encodings:
1) it enables the mixing and reusing of different vocabularies
using namespaces;
2) it permits finer control over the structure of the type
definition hierarchy;
3) it confers extensibility and flexibility via derived types and
substitution groups
2.2 Getting GML data
There have three main methods to get GML data:
● Getting GML data from GIS software is suitable for users
who have certain GIS data and corresponding GIS software.
Many GIS companies including Intergraph have developed a
component to export and import GML data recently.
● Getting GML data from translator software is suitable for
users who only have GIS data but don’t have corresponding
GIS software. FME (Feature Manipulation Engine) from Safe
Software Inc. allows more then 60 kinds of GIS data formats to
convert to GML, and vice versa.

GML adheres to the principle of separating content from
presentation, so it does not address the visualization of encoded
data. To make a map, GML elements should be interpreted into
a graphical format that could be visualized in a web browser.
Potential graphical display formats include W3C’s SVG,
Microsoft Vector Language (VML), and Extensible 3D(X3D).
GML could be interpreted either in raster or vector image.
Using raster data is slower and more cumbersome than using
vector data, since new raster data need to be sent from server
whenever the user pans or zooms. This is fine for a small
location on a company’s website, but for new map-based
services and GIS, users need detailed maps and dynamic
systems, that allow efficient functionality. The obvious solution
is to deliver data in vector format. However, Internet browsers
only provide native support for raster images. Internet browsers
have visualization problems for spatial data and require a
specialized solution. A suite of new technologies such as SVG,
XSLT and DOM create new alternative solutions. SVG is a
language for describing two-dimensional graphics and graphical
applications in XML. It is suitable to display 2D vector data and
attributes. So GML is well suited to store geospatial data, and
SVG provides a format for viewing it (sheng, 2005).
The next section focuses on generating SVG map from GML
and displaying it in a web browser. The features and attributes
in the GML file can be rendered by the XSLT map style sheet,
and the GML data and XSLT map style sheet can be
transformed into SVG using an XSLT engine, and then view the
SVG graphic in web browser with the Adobe SVG viewer or
other SVG viewer. JavaScript can be programmed with SVG to
make SVG map interactive.
3.1 SVG
SVG is a modularized XML language for describing twodimensional graphics with animation and interactivity, and a set
of APIs upon which to build graphics-based applications (W3C
2004). SVG enables website developers and designers to create
dynamically generated, high-quality graphics from real-time
data with precise structural and visual control. With this
powerful new technology, SVG developers can create a new
generation of Web applications based on data-driven,
interactive, and personalized graphics.
SVG allows for three types of graphic objects: vector graphic
shapes (e.g., paths consisting of straight lines and polygons),
images, and text. Graphical objects can be grouped, styled, and
transformed into previously rendered objects. The feature set
includes nested transformations, clipping paths, alpha masks,
filter effects and template objects. Sophisticated applications of
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SVG are possible by use of a supplemental scripting language
which accesses SVG Document Object Model (DOM), which
provides complete access to all elements, attributes and
properties. A rich set of event handlers such as onmouseover
and onclick can be assigned to any SVG graphical object.

elements to SVG file. Certain extension functions must be
provided by the XSLT Engine to process the complex
calculations since a GML file has a lot of geometrical
coordinates.
3.3 Make SVG Interactive

3.2 Converting GML to SVG using XSLT
Since the Internet Explorer does not offer a special interpreter
for GML, a special XSLT engine is needed to interpret the
GML file and XSLT map style sheet. An XSLT style sheet
provides a declarative specification for the transformation XML
data. In this case, the attributes in the SVG file such as color,
line weight, and font are defined in XSLT map style sheet. A
map style engine is thus used to locate GML elements and a
particular XSLT map style sheet is then used to interpret the
into existing DOM means SVG elements can be controlled and
modified by the usual JavaScript interfaces. The DOM for SVG
allows for straightforward and efficient vector graphics
animation via scripting. Because of its compatibility and
leveraging of other Web standards, features like scripting can
affect HTML and SVG elements simultaneously within the
same Web page. Thus the web page does not need to be
reloaded when the event is triggered. The following functions
can be realized in real time: layers are turned on and off; maps
are zoomed in and zoomed out; the name of the region is show
when the mouse is moved over the region; the info table of the
city is jumped out when the city is clicked.

The combination of SVG, DOM, and a scripting language such
as JavaScript allows the production of highly interactive webmaps. SVG elements are exposed through the DOM. JavaScript
can create and manage graphical elements and animation over
time or in reaction to user events.
The DOM is an Application Programming Interface (API) for
valid HTML and well-formed XML documents. In this paper,
the DOM is implemented using JavaScript. Integration of SVG
GIS follows the Client-Server Model. There are two variations
to the basic Web GIS application: the Client-side and the
Server-side application.
The steps in GML map making can readily be performed on
either the client side or the server side. The application of
GML/SVG in web GIS requires large transmissions of data
between client and server tiers, and demand for advanced
spatial analytical capabilities. All these requirements indicate
that a heavy burden will be placed on the server tier, so the
three-tier model is necessary to degrade the overall
performances.
4.1 Server-based solution for GML/SVG

4

Internet solutions of GML/SVG

Client-Server computing model is the key to successful
information sharing on the Internet/Intranet. Basically, Web

The server-side solution for GML/SVG, shown in Figure 1,
requires sophisticated hardware configuration on the server
platform to handle the highly processing requests from the
client
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Figure 1. The Server-based solution for GML/SVG
In the server-based solution for GML/SVG, a single Requestand-reply cycle operates as follows:
¾
A Web browser, such as Netscape or Internet Explorer,
makes a HTTP (Hyper-Text transfer protocol) request to
the Web server.

¾

¾
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Having received the request, the Web server responds to
the requests and re-directs part of the request to other
appropriate resources such as Web Feature Server to get
GML file.
Once the web feature server has obtained the GML file
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¾
¾

from the database, it then converts GML to SVG in the
Data Tier. Finally it sends the SVG file to the Web server.
The Web server makes a HTTP reply in the form of
HTML documents embedded with SVG to the client.
The client browser displays the received HTML
documents and SVG files.

The server-side solution can eliminate the problems related to
data incompatibility, data inconsistency and data unreliability.
This is because all the GIS operations are channeled by the
Web server (Apache, iPlanet Web Server, Microsoft Internet
Information Server) and processed by dedicated data servers.
All clients use the same graphical user interface to perform the
same set of GIS functions on the same GML database provided
by the data tier.

On the other side, there are some disadvantages of the serverside solution. Since the server must transmit HTTP and SVG
file to clients for every GIS operation over the Internet (e.g.,
users reset a display window by panning or zooming, turn a
layer on or off), a heavy loading in the network in unavoidable.
The situation is even worse if the SVG file is big or many
clients are connecting to the server with slow modems.
4.2

Client-based solution for GML/SVG

The client-side solution for GML/SVG, shown in Figure 2,is a
highly client-dependent platform configuration which requires
the client machine to take up all the responsibilities of
processing GIS operations.
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Figure 2. The Client-based solution for GML/SVG

In the client-based solution for GML/SVG, a single Requestand-reply cycle operates as follows:
¾
A Web browser, such as Netscape or Internet Explorer,
makes a HTTP request to the Web server.
¾
Having received the request, the Web server responds to
the requests and re-directs part of the request to other
appropriate resources such as Web Feature Server to get
GML file.
¾
Once the server has obtained the GML file from the redirected server: web feature server, it then makes a reply
in the form of GML file to the client.
¾
The client converts the GML file to SVG and HTML
through the GIS component in which is installed
prerequisite.
¾
The client browser displays the received HTML
documents and SVG files.

languages such as Java, and GIS components in form of a plugin, an ActiveX or a JavaApplet.

HTML is a document formatting language that cannot be used
to carry out even simple calculations such as additions. To
perform the GIS operations in the client machine, the Web
browser must be assisted with client-side scripting languages
such as JavaScript and VBScript, Web-enabled programming

Despite the good features mentioned above, there are several
disadvantages exposed by the client-side solution that need to
be remedied. First, the security issues related to the use of
vector data in the client computer must be addressed so that the
ownership and the copyright of the vector data will not be
abused. Second, the frequency of vector data transmission

Unlike server-based solution, client-based solution only send
GML files to the client tier. Converting GML to SVG is
realized in the client computer by a plug-in which also offers
other functions such as query and analysis. In this case, the
server’s job is to extract the required GML data from the
database and furnish them to the client. Once the GML data are
on the client computer, the application is quite capable of
manipulating the data locally. So the client tier contains not
only the HTML information, but also the SVG data that support
GIS operations in the client computer. The user can create
complicated GIS operations in the client computer to
manipulate the SVG data that usually offer more efficient and
flexible data processing than the raster data format.
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between server and client must be optimized in order to reduce
the high usage of bandwidth in the Internet.

5

CONCLUSIONS
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